
APPENDIX 15B 

Email from ISCL on 30th October along with the Clerk’s responses 
 
Noting your email sent out on Friday can I please ask why a container that is going into a fenced 
compound which is not a permanent fixture has to go to full council yet permanent internal changes 
on a council asset falls under delegated authority? I would of thought these could be treated in the 
same way?  
 
The addition of a container to your compound is far more significant to the movement of a stud 
partition wall. As you are aware there have been numerous complaints over the actions that have 
been undertaken by ISCL many of them totally unjustified. By having the permission of the Full 
Council you can immediately put to bed any dispute regarding the container.  
 
In your communication you have not said how long the container is going to sited there for. It really 
is helpful to have all the information when you put a request in. There will also be the need for you 
to confirm that you have checked and met all planning requirements. This will then also help to 
rebut all comments that are levelled. 
 
The fact the container is likely to be visible even if only by a small amount will as I am sure you will 
agree will be contentious for a number of people 
 
Looking at our lease the only thing I can see is that we are not allowed to make any external or 
structure alterations to the property para 34.  
 
Are you taking a container in our fenced compound as an external alteration?  
 
It is very definitely an external alteration as the ground you lease. The lease defines “Property” as 
“that part of the land and sports fields at Britten’s Field…..” 
 
I'm asking the questions above as we too are going through a grant process and our grant 
application requires landlord approval.  
 
No problems with that XXXXXX, we will try to give you as much assistance as we can and would for 
any other organisation. As I understand it from you, there is still plenty of time between the Full 
Council meeting which you asked for the item to go to and when you have to get your application in 
for. 
 
Could I also have a copy of the CC lease sent over so I can have a read through.  
  
The Lease was not provided. 


